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Stomp anything that comes your way on the mountain with the all-terrain Lib Tech&reg; Attack Banana EC2 Wide snowboard - from
powder, park, groomers, ice, pow, and beyond! EC2 BTX: Elliptical Camber/Banana Blend Quiver killing freestyle blend halfway
between original Banana Tech and C2. Medium tip and tail pressure for end-to end-stability and pop combined with a medium amount
of pressure between your feet for unreal carving and float in pow. MTX: Magne-Traction&reg; technology features seven points of
focused edge control. Aspen/Columbian Gold Core features ultra light, strong, and long, lively fibers. Basalt/Fiberglass Combo
features a strong and light Volcanic organic additive with free fiber reinforcements. Flex modulus is synchronized with Lib
Tech&#039;s resin system for maximum strength and minimum weight. Damp, strong, and lively for a smooth poppy ride. Vectran
tempered polymer fiber. Eco Sub/PBT Top is tough and eco-sublimated compatible. Birch Internal Sidewalls are placed along the
sidewall of your board to add board control to Lib Tech&#039;s sandwich construction. UHMW Sintered Sidewalls are twice as
sintered as any other sidewall. Tough, fast, hard, waterproof, handsome and light. Eco Sub TNT Base features a fast and low
maintenance dual layered fluoro base material. Imported. Board size: 159 cm Wide
Contact Length: 119 cm
Side cut: 8.4 m
Nose width: 30.7 cm
Waist width: 26.5 cm
Tail width: 30.7 cm
Stance: 20.00 in - 26.00 in
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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